
If you are looking for the perfect protection for your DJ equipment,

then the Zomo Flightcase Set-30A9 NSE is exactly what you need.

Specifically designed for two Pioneer DJ CDJ-3000 DJ players and

one Pioneer DJ DJM-A9 DJ mixer, it seamlessly integrates into the

popular NSE edition by Zomo.

With its wide, black lacquered aluminum profiles and extra sturdy ball

corners, it combines durability and appealing design. The dark black

design of the NSE edition not only gives this DJ case a stylish look,

but also promises the highest professional quality.

In addition, a special interior padding protects your DJ equipment

from shocks, scratches, and other damages. This ensures that your

equipment remains safe even under the most demanding touring

conditions.

The sturdy laminated 9mm plywood ensures that heat, abrasion, or

even cigarette embers cannot harm your case. The accessibility of

your DJ equipment is always guaranteed, as the front panel can be

quickly and easily removed if necessary.

The Zomo Flightcase Set-30A9 NSE is not only a functional

companion but also an eye-catcher that adds the final touch to your

DJ performance.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Custom Fit: This set case is specifically designed for two Pioneer DJ CDJ-3000 DJ players and one Pioneer DJ DJM-A9 DJ mixer,

providing a secure and tailored fit for your devices.

Robust Construction: With its wide, black lacquered aluminum profiles and extra sturdy ball corners, the case offers the highest

durability and reliable protection for your equipment.

Optimal Protection: A special interior padding protects your devices from shocks, scratches, and other damages. Additionally, the

case is made of sturdy, laminated 9mm plywood that is resistant to heat, abrasion, and even cigarette embers.

Accessibility: The front panel can be quickly and easily removed, allowing access to the inputs of your media players even with the

case closed.

Removable Lid: For added convenience and easy handling, the lid is removable.

Butterfly Latches: These ensure secure locking and easy operation.

NSE Design: The dark black design of the NSE edition gives the DJ case a stylish and professional look.

Convenient Handles: These enable comfortable transport of the case.

Integrated Wheels: To facilitate transportation further, this flight case features practical integrated wheels.

SPECIFICATIONS

Compatible Devices 2x Pioneer DJ CDJ-3000 and 1x Pioneer DJ DJM-A9

Outer Material 9mm plywood

Color Black (NSE)

External Dimensions 1199 (Width) x 588 (Depth) x 199 (Height) mm
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